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Through five messages The Committee has addressed:
•
•
•
•
•

The pursuit of good, the avoidance of bad
The future
Ideas and beliefs
Thoughts & power
War

They speak to us now on imagery, truth & deception.
"As a war unfolds now on Earth, humans are offering to and receiving from themselves an enormous
opportunity we wish to describe.
A story of resistance is being offered, many of the tales of brave defiance being told far from the location
of physical conflict. A century ago on Earth, between two world wars occurring near the location of the
current invasion, the information available then was a fraction of what is now available.
What you are being told and shown is incomplete, thus false. The pieces can be mathematically precise,
the photographers and reporters as accurate as a slide rule calculation and this will be accurate in many
instances. Assemble the pieces as if they were pixels of an image, and a falsehood is being told.
From its independence of the Soviet Union until today, what principal adversary would Ukraine have ever
faced in war, in armed conflict? Russia of course. Independent of the now defunct CCCP, Ukraine always
knew it was part of the region and culture of Russia and has been for a millennium. Military planning,
troop numbers, equipment, resources and most important of all, training & knowledge, were never
possible to match against Russia.
We already know the answer to these questions yet we ask to stimulate thinking; by simple numbers, how
could Ukrainian forces hope to resist Russian military power? The romantic notion that occasional losses
by Russian forces signify failure is emotional, not factual. Russia has prepared for this event, planned for
developments negative and will not abandon its objective.
When little information was publicly available, deception was both harder and easier. The more to be
told, the more lies to be told. The less to be told, the less can be told. Deception best arrives wrapped in
thin, appealing layers of truth.
Humans have now abruptly exited the previous world crisis, brief evidence we offer. Several days ago by
the calendar date of this channeling, a member of the national Supreme Court of the USA was
hospitalized with symptoms similar to the influenza infection. This man's condition has improved and he
will be released soon. Not so long ago, rampant speculation in press reporting would have occurred
regarding the coronavirus, when the judge would die, from where or whom was he infected, what
treatments he would receive and so forth. This time, little to none of this speculation, intended to pump up
fear, has happened in the press.
The conflict and invasion in Ukraine by Russia is part of a greater plan, to manipulate and deceive you
who read these words. Hidden Controlling Powers are behind what is occurring. How does this event fit
into imagery, truth and deception?
You do not know who are the humans involved. You know not their names, faces, backgrounds, locations
or anything. This causes a great struggle with humans, who insist on labels. Everything must have a name
to exist, in the way humans operate. This is neither good nor bad, we say, but a description. Names and
faces matter; we offer business travel as one example among many. If seeing a human, including the face
and learning the name, were not vitally important to certain projects, transactions and arrangements, the

volume of business travel around the world, both intercontinental and regionally, would be a fraction of
what has become normal practice.
In the area of information about Heaven, the home of your soul, humans have shown insistence upon
names, labels, structures and hierarchies arranged along the lines of human habit. In most cases, this
template does not fit. The arguments humans pursue over what is an archangel and what is not an
archangel but still an angel, are both amazing and disappointing to watch, for the angels who accompany
the arguers often attempt in vain to explain reality, to little successful effect. Such is the incarnated
experience, and thus so rich it is. The opportunity to ignore or contradict that which in your heart and
home you know is true, is a valuable thing, so worthwhile an experience that we cannot describe it in
human words. You all reading this know what we mean.
In the realm of Earth events, where humans act and humans inform the act, the lust for deception is
stronger now than it has ever been among humans, and it was always strong. The deceivers do this for
control, because they are addicted to it. The vast majority of humans, including you who read these words
un-surveyed, are not this way and do not know the lust in your mind and heart to manipulate. If you were
presented with a brief chance to exert this control, it would feel strange, even unpleasant. The addiction
grows with time and is often seeded into a life plan. Humans call this sociopathy and psychopathy.
We have said un-surveyed because a survey function exists to monitor information and influence. This
information we offer here is checked electronically but reaches not a large enough audience to gather
attention.
Human emotion is the most powerful force on Earth, something few humans know. The effects
accumulate logarithmically, just as engineering and mathematics both measure and apply. Where one plus
one might equal two on the scale of emotionality, one plus one plus one are five to seven. This
proportionality continues as the base number grows, in relation to the effect. What you think individually
means something only for you individually if no other human knows or is aware. This is why you
incarnate. If, however another human becomes aware of then shares your sentiment or emotion, the
effects increase beyond one plus another. The two are joined. The effects vary in duration, a function of
the Earth surface and environment time illusion.
The psychopathy of the hidden controlling powers can be controlled and eliminated from influence upon
you, by means and ways of awareness. This is supremely difficult without a face and a name, humans are
well trained to be skeptical of what cannot be quantified.
The explosion of information and imagery made available through the internet has supplied an
opportunity unprecedented in human history. Included in the process are intentionally distracting stories
about restrictions and controls. It is common to hear about certain restrictions in China, as an example,
but these are done as distractions, to throw observers off the scent. The nostalgic notion of book burning
is attempted evoked, but what really happens with information deemed unfavorable is something quite
different.
Humans are flooded with nearly impossible volumes of information. The flood is started knowing full
well its waters will not reach every possible target, but as long as critical mass is achieved, the objective
will be attained.
At the moment you are being told that Russia is the bad actor. You are being told that Russia is being
isolated economically, Russia will be punished and Russia will soon and long regret its invasion decision.
The hidden powers telling you this are the same powers controlling the invasion and takeover of Ukraine.
Human emotions, preferences & desires are easy to use for manipulation. From your earliest age, you
learn what you like and dislike, what feels positive or otherwise. Social education, from academic to
interpersonal and all types within, trains you to interact with people. You learn reactions and these
become automatic, just as do speaking, walking or even breathing.
You are told and shown things, you observe then learn reactions to them. A collective reaction follows, as

all humans seek to be accepted. Physical isolation incurs death as a baby, even if physical needs of food
and water are met. As humans grow older, many can learn to isolate themselves and survive, even if this
means not thriving. Few among humans can truly remain well isolated from others. The hidden
controlling powers are among the least able to achieve this, as demonstrated by their obsessive need to
control behavior.
You are shown pictures, now more and more often video and you are given written material. As a child
you learn to trust your eyes well before you understand what you are observing. Understanding what you
read however, is much different. Speaking falls into the center. Between seeing and reading.
Skillfully and masterfully humans are shown, told and given reading designed to influence. Some of you
are intentionally shown things with which you will disagree. A news organization known for taking
public policy positions of a certain preference, will report on other organizations with different, often
opposing views. That other news organization does the same, roles reversed.
A carefully scripted display of words, still pictures and video are assembled to reinforce your position, or
offend and provoke you or to cause you to turn away. The larger universe of observers, readers & viewers
will fall into several categories of reaction then behavior. This leads to controlling votes in the many
places on Earth now where elections occur. You believe you have several choices in candidate for a
certain office, but more often than not, all of the candidates, no matter what stripe they say they hold, are
controlled behind the scenes to carry forth a specific plan. Where two party systems dominate, each
alternates with the other; they take turns. The objective is to dominate, the elected officials but gears and
cogs in the greater machine.
These effects are reached through skillful mixtures of imagery, truth and deception. You choose work,
education, leisure, consumption and dwellings based on what you are shown. Some humans are
indoctrinated from a young age. A recent example in the USA is the debate over laws in the USA state of
Florida seeking to ban the teaching of human sexuality topics to students considered too young for the
subject. Neither agreement nor disagreement are the objective; the goal is to thrust the debate into public
discussion. Political candidates will line up their positions in pursuit of votes and election or re-election
and the power thus wealth to be derived. Soon into the process, the hidden controlling powers will,
through a well-coordinated, managed and supervised layer of subordinates, bring the candidates not
already under their control, into the fold. A carefully considered combination of threats and incentives
will be successful in nearly all cases, and the agent of action will have been recruited.
This process occurs to the highest perceived levels of human society, businesses and governments,
everywhere. The true power behind the scenes is always hidden, always nameless and always impossible
to form into a group. Thus it cannot become a target. It is always the hunter but not the prey.
Humanity drowns now in a deep sea and raging current of imagery, truth and deception. It is fabulously
easy to isolate yourself from the effects of this process, to exempt yourself from unwitting participation.
Your relationship with your guides is uncorruptible; no human force can change what you say to your
GAGs or alter what they say to you. Your inner voice will never fail you. Ask with faith and belief, truth
shall you always receive.
Be well one and all, do return soon, as shall we."

